
Silence Is A Scary Sound

Ground Zero

Silence is a scary sound
The darkness is a different place
Outside the night cries out
Saying light me up again

(Drum and guitar start to play)

Silence is a scary sound
The darkness is a different place
Outside the night cries out
Saying light me up again

I can't hear a thing
But how can I hear the only screams
Of the chilling wind as it blows through my veins

The lights turn out
The shadows slowly sneaking in

Turn the lights back on before I have to give in

Out my window I see a pitch black world
And nothing in the sky outside
Screaming let the sun come back out or I'll die tonight

(Chorus)

How come I can hear voices screaming at me
But I can't hear a thing
Is it just so quiet that I'm hearing things
I'm scared of this silence 

Someone turn the lights back on
Someones in my room I can see the shadow cast a grey 

gloom
I'm feeling a touch of darkness
Our my eyes playing tricks on me
I feel like I need to scream (Really shout the word 
scream)

And outside the noise is unbearable
People screaming and shouting
Saying let the sun come out
We need to see the world
Is it because it's gone that we're missing it so bad
Is it when we lose something we then can't forget
Help it's so dark, it's so quiet
I can't take it anymore

(Chorus)

(Drums stop, guitar plays)

Silence is a scary sound
(Silence is a scary sound)
The Darkness is a different place
(The darkness is a different place)
Outside the night cries out



(Outside the night cries out)
Saying, (Saying)
Light me up again
(Light me up  again)
Light me up again

(Drums burst in, drum solo then)

(Drums stop)
(Guitar starts to play again)

Silence is a scary sound
The darkness is a different place
Outside the night cries out
(Drums start as you sing these words) Light me up again

(Drum and guitar play)

Silence is such a scary sound
I need to be set free from the darkness
I want to see the light again
Ohhhhh
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